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Abstract

Useful type inference must be faster than normalization. Otherwise,
you could check safety conditions by running the program. We an-
alyze the relationship between bounds on normalization and type
inference. We show how the success of type inference is funda-
mentally related to theamnesia of the type system: thenonlinearity
by which all instances of a variable are constrained to have the same
type.

Recent work onintersection types has advocated their usefulness
for static analysis and modular compilation. We analyze System-I

(and some instances of its descendant, System E), an intersection
type system with a type inference algorithm. Because System-I

lacksidempotency, each occurrence of a variable requires a distinct
type. Consequently, type inference is equivalent to normalization in
every single case, and time bounds on type inference and normal-
ization are identical. Similar relationships hold for other intersec-
tion type systems without idempotency.

The analysis is founded on an investigation of the relationship be-
tweenlinear logic and intersection types. We show a lockstep cor-
respondence between normalization and type inference. The latter
shows the promise of intersection types to facilitate static analyses
of varied granularity, but also belies an immense challenge: to add
amnesia to such analysis without losing all of its benefits.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.3.1 [Programming Languages]: Formal Definitions and The-
ory; F.3.3 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Studies of Pro-
gram Constructs—Program and recursion schemes; F.4.1 [Compu-
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tation by Abstract Devices]: Mathematical Logic—Computability
theory, Computational logic, Lambda calculus and related systems

General Terms

Languages, theory, performance

Keywords

Intersection types, type inference, proofnet, normalization, com-
plexity, idempotence

1 Introduction

Those who forget the past are condemned to repeat it.
–George Santayana

Type inference is a true success story of programming language the-
ory and pragmatics: added to languages like ML, Haskell, OCaml,
it works without the programmer worrying (too much) how. Type
inference works so well that it is easy to forget the ingenuity which
lead to its success.

Like other forms of static safety analysis, type inference predicts at
compile-time the behavior of the program atrun-time—recall Mil-
ner’s “well-typed programs do not go wrong” [35]. A crucial re-
quirement for type inference is that it is substantially faster than
running the program—otherwise, you could get the same result as
follows: run the program, and watch! This efficiency has been
achieved for simple types [43], the Hindley/Milner ML type sys-
tem [18, 35, 32, 25], and some intersection type systems [24]. In
these systems, there is an exponential or super-exponential leap
from the worst-case bound on type inference to the worst-case
bound on normalization (running time). As a nonobvious conse-
quence, even programs with small types can run long enough to do
something interesting; this explains why ML works so well.

We explain the super-exponential gap via an investigation ofin-
tersection types, where polymorphism is itemized explicitly using
a type constructor∧: a term of typeτ ∧ σ can have both typeτ
and typeσ. Intersection types have gained recent interest for
such varied purposes as flow analysis [4], strictness analysis [20],
dead-code elimination [10, 13], and totality analysis [8]. More-
over, intersection types have been advocated for modular compila-
tion [6, 26, 12, 4] as they (usually) have principal typings [21]—
that is, there exists a single typing from which all other typings of a



term can be derived.1 A significant, interesting, and representative
example of an intersection type system is the prototype system Sys-
tem-I [28, 26] (and its descendant, System E [6]), which has both
principal typings, and automatic type inference [26, 7]. These type
systems serve as a foundation of the Church compiler project [48].

We analyze here the relationship in System-I between the cost of
type inference, and the cost of normalization. We focus on the cru-
cial fact that System-I lacks type idempotency: a∧a �= a. The anal-
ysis establishes the following:

A formal connection between intersection types and linear logic
originally suggested by Regnier [39]. Most notably, theexpansion
variables [28, 6] of System-I are shown to be a syntactic rendition
of theboxes from proofnets [29]. Further, the∧ in types are sharing
nodes, and normalization bounds mimic normalization techniques
from elementary linear logic.

An exact complexity analysis of the type inference required for
System-I. The analysis formalizes the relationship between type
inference and normalization, since the inference rules correspond
to the reduction rules for proofnets.

A corollary of this analysis is that normalization and type inference
are identical inevery single case. This is evidenced by the Church
Project’s experimentation tool [46]: inference for a seemingly inno-
cent ML-program like(fn s=>fn z=> s(s(s z)))(fn s=>fn
z=> s(s z))(fn s=>fn z=>s(s z)) times out. The I in Sys-
tem-I therefore reminds us of its computationalimpotence. With-
out idempotency, you need a much bigger type to get a much longer
runtime—in fact, a type potentially as big as the runtime. This holds
for other intersection type systems without idempotency.

Compelling evidence that amnesia is crucial for type systems.
Contrasting the expressiveness results for System-I with the re-
sults mentioned above for simply-typedλ-calculus and ML, the
fundamental difference is in thesimply-typable terms of the sys-
tems. Simply-typedλ-calculus has amnesia (idempotence) and nor-
malization is not bound by any elementary function [43], i.e., the
simply-typedλ-calculus has nonelementary power.2 In contrast,
simple (∧-free) types in System-I have onlylinear power as nor-
malization can be done in linear time in the size of the term. More
complex types—for example, ML polymorphism versus the intro-
duction of∧-types—amplify this distinction.

In the rest of this section, we introduce the concepts mentioned
above, yet still using a fairly broad, informal brush. In Sec. 2 we
give some required technical preliminaries. In Sec. 3 and 4 we
prove that without amnesia (idempotency), intersection type sys-
tems have identical bounds on normalization and type inference.
In Sec. 5 we go one step further and show that for System-I type
inferenceis normalization—a result that should hold for other in-
tersection type systems without idempotency.

1.1 Intersection types

Intersection types provide an alternative to the ML/System F
paradigm ofparametric polymorphism. They implement afinite

1This should not be confused with the weaker notion of princi-
pal types which is present in the Hindley/Milner type system [35].
With principal types the type environment is fixed.

2Recall that anelementary function is any function bounded by

a stack of exponentials, i.e., 22···
2x

.

polymorphism which is captured by the following typing rules:

x : a1∧a2 � x : ai

Γ1 �M : a1 Γ2 �M : a2

Γ1∧Γ2 �M : a1∧a2
.

The first rule states that ifx has typea1∧ a2, any occurrence of
x may have either typea1 or typea2. The second rule states that
if term M can have both typea1 and typea2 in environmentsΓ1
andΓ2, thenM also has intersection typea1∧ a2 in the combined
environmentΓ1∧Γ2. When combining types and environments a
seemingly technical question is whether∧ is associative, commu-
tative, or idempotent (ACI). In other words, which of the following
equations hold?

a∧ (b∧ c) = (a∧b)∧ c a∧b = b∧a a∧a = a

Even though leaving out ACI simplifies some matters (such as type
inference), the choice, as we shall see, has substantial consequences
for normalization bounds.

The recent interest in intersection types is motivated by 3 concerns:

Typing more terms: In full generality, type inference with both
universal types and intersection types is undecidable—Wells proves
this for universal types [47]; for intersection types, observe that
such types characterize exactly the strongly normalizing terms [2]3;
see also Cor. 5.9. Practical implementations therefore employ a
restriction. For example, ML allows only outermost quantification
and therefore rejectsfn f => (f 3, f true) sincef must have
monomorphic type, but typeint does not unify with typebool.
For intersection types,rank-bounds, which bound the depth of a∧-
type in an→-type by a constant (therank), are used. Already with
rank 2—which, by an oddity in the way of counting, is the lowest
non-trivial rank—all ML programs and more can be typed, e.g., the
program above has intersection type((int→ a)∧ (bool→ b))→
a×b. This is well-studied by Damiani [11].

Modular compilation, where the different parts of a software sys-
tem are developed and compiled independently, becomes increas-
ingly important as program size increases. Intersection types are a
strong candidate for supporting type inference under modular com-
pilation. To avoid reanalyzing the code, we make use of the prin-
cipal typing. Intersection type systems are advantageous because
they—in most cases—have a principal typing for all programs.

Static analysis: Flow analysis is a typical kind of static analysis—
does some fixed call site in a program ever call some other proce-
dure? Since each variable occurrence has a unique non-ACI inter-
section type, typed-based flow analysis between call sites and func-
tions can optimize specific procedure applications. This has been
exploited for instance by Mossin [37].

1.2 Comparing expressiveness, type inference

We observe that without idempotency,linearity is enforced in the
types: if a variable occurs twice, it has typea∧ b, even if a = b.
Consequently, in a term with asimple type (i.e., without∧), any
variable (free or bound) occurs at most once. Such terms normalize
in linear time—vastly less powerful than the nonelementary bounds
found in the simply-typedλ-calculus. We use this observation as
the base case of a variant of Statman’s theorem [43]. The linearity

3The statement has been presented many places in the literature,
but with incorrect proofs. B. Venneri in unpublished work made the
first correct proof. The reference here appears to be the first correct
proof in the published literature [23, Footnote 8].



spills over when we introduce∧, and we prove that normalization of
rank-bounded fragments of intersection type systems without idem-
potency take at most elementary time.

In lower bounds on type inference, the fundamental technical ques-
tion is how to iterate a linear function with different domain and
range types. As shown by Henglein and Mairson [17], any Turing
machine transition function can be encoded as a linearλ-term; we
can therefore represent the transition function by a simple System-I

term. Since the Turing machine state is implicitly coded in the type,
the domain and range types must be different. Bypolymorphically
iterating this function, we can prove that for everyrank we add to
the type system, expressiveness is increased by an exponential, as
is the cost of type inference.

1.3 Relating type inference, expressiveness in
every case

The shared upper bound on type inference and normalization is
however only the start: unlike most languages you can think of, in
System-I type inference isequal to normalization for every single
term.

To relate type inference and normalization, we recastλ-terms as
sharing graphs for λ-calculus [15]. We refer to the graphs asin-
teraction nets (or justnets) when untyped andproofnets when con-
taining typing information. Thesharing nodes of nets (indicating
contraction in linear logic) represent intersections.

System-I uses the technology ofexpansion variables to facilitate
compositionality, by delaying the application of a typing rule. Ex-
pansion variables are the System-I syntax forboxes from interac-
tion nets (though they are not identical with theexponentials of
linear logic). The boxes delimite a piece of code where we later
may apply an intersection typing rule: if a box has typing〈Γ;a〉,
we might decide later that it has typing〈Γ1∧·· ·∧Γn;a1∧·· ·∧an〉
whereΓi (ai) are derived fromΓ (a) by picking fresh names for
the type variables. Furthermore, by simply ignoring the expansion
variables, we have a standard ACI-less intersection type systems.
Using standard interaction net machinery, associativity and com-
mutativity can be added to the system. The results therefore speak
not only about System-I, but in general about intersection type sys-
tems without idempotency.

The delaying of typing rules seems a promising way to avoid an-
alyzing a term more than once. Nonetheless, the lack of idempo-
tency forces the exact number of copies needed to be made explicit
when the box is passed in as an argument. The end result is that
the set of typings is invariant under reduction. Principal typings
and normal forms are consequentlyisomorphic, following the in-
tuitive understanding all functional programmers have of reading
a function from its type [45, 33] andvice versa. Combining these
insights, we conclude that type inferenceis normalization: we can
either normalize a term (which terminates due to the normalization
bounds) and read back the principal typing, or find the principal
typing and return the normal form. On the operational level, this
correspondence is realized by observing that the unification rules
of the original presentation of System-I [27] are exactly the rules
for global reduction of interaction nets.

How may we interpret these technical results to yield practical in-
sights? Worst-case lower bounds (in ML, for example) have tradi-
tionally been wished away since type inference works in practice:
in other words, programs with small types are good enough. Why?

Programmers can usually keep the type in their heads, goes one
saying—because the bounds on normalization show that there is a
tremendous expressive power, even with those small types. But you
cannot keep a System-I type in your head, because you would then
know—in advance—exactly what your program is computing.

The result is however not all negative: It stresses that intersection
types facilitate an exact program analysis—you do not get more
precise than running the program. If combined with imprecise
analysis—as suggested by the non-linear ! present in System E—
it provides a powerful tool that allows the programmer to get the
precision that she needs in the analysis of her program.

1.4 Relating flow analysis and the geometry of
interaction

We observe that in the interpretation of intersection-typed programs
as nets, flow analysis for programs becomes essentially a reformu-
lation of Girard’sgeometry of interaction (GoI), made mundane for
computer scientists in the guise ofcontext semantics [16, 15, 34].
From the context semantics of a term, we may recover intersection
typing information. The method is an elaboration of areadback
algorithm we have used to prove the correctness of optimal reduc-
tion [30, 15, 3, 34], where we not only want to read back aλ-term,
but also the location of linear logicboxes (representing expansion
variables), and the existence, commutativity, and associativity of
sharing nodes. For space reasons we cannot provide further details,
but hope to in a longer version of this paper.

1.5 Related work

Coppo, Dezani, and Venneri [9], Ronchi della Rocca and Ven-
neri [41], van Bakel [44], and Sayag and Mauny [42] have all es-
tablished a connection between inferring the principal intersection
typing and normalization as they (essentially) infer the principal
typing through normalization. In fact, we share the overall idea
with Sayag and Mauny: establish a connection on normal forms and
show subject reduction and expansion. However, as we—through
the connection to linear logic—also account for the expansion vari-
ables introduced by System-I, our result is significantly stronger
than the previous results.

The relationship between intersection types and linear logic was
first observed by Regnier [39]. The present work formalizes his ob-
servations and extends his contribution, by relating normalization
and type inference from complexity-theoretic as well as observa-
tional perspectives.

Kfoury et al. [24] analyze the computational difficulty of type infer-
ence for intersection types with ACI, comparing it to the expressive
power of the language. They develop a naı̈ve type inference al-
gorithm based onlet-expansion [36]. Let theKalmar elementary
functions beK(0,n) = n andK(t + 1,n) = 2K(t,n); they prove that
type-inference for a termM of rankr is in dtime[K(r, |M|)], while
the expressiveness is indtime[K(K(r, |M|),1)]. In this paper, we
show that when idempotency is removed from the type system, the
expressiveness bound reverts to the bound for type inference.

Carlier et al. have recently supplanted System-I by System E [6],
which overcomes a number of technical deficiencies of System-I. It
also introduces a !-modality to allow inexact analysis. The current
type inference for System E [7, 6], however, uses only the linear
fragment of System E. It therefore corresponds to the type infer-
ence in System-I. Since the present work was first presented at the



working meeting on intersection types in the Summer 2003, Car-
lier and Wells have subsequently proved the step-wise correspon-
dence between type inference and normalization in the setting of
System E [7]. Carlier et al. also show how System E can do the
analysis corresponding to Lévy labels [31].
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2 Preliminaries

Before starting the real party proving the relationship between type
inference for intersection types and normalization, let us do a warm-
up waltz recalling the central concepts. This is not self-contained,
but aims at getting the reader back in rhythm with the main concepts
of this paper.

We useN to denote the positive integers andN0 for the non-negative
integers. We usef : A→ B to denote a complete functionf from A
to B and f : A ↪→ B to denote a partial function. Disjoint union is
described with�. We use log for logarithm base 2.

We then in turn introduce the two major systems we will use in this
paper—System-I, a rigid (non-ACI) intersection type system for the
λ-calculus, andinteraction nets, an alternative, more precise syntax
for the λ-calculus. We consider the typing problem of the basic
λ-calculus. The set ofλ-termsΛ is given by following grammar:

Λ �M,N,P,Q ::= x | λx.M |M N (1)

where the variablesx are drawn from the countable setVΛ. We
adopt Barendregt’s variable convention [5]. We use #x(M) for the
number of free occurrences of the variablex in M. We use the
standard size measure| · | on terms. We usexn y to denoten ap-
plications ofx to y; e.g., s3 z = s (s (s z)); the Church numeraln
of n is λs.λz.sn z. The capture-free substitution ofQ for x in P
is written P[Q/x]. We define the usual notion ofβ-reduction:
(λx.P)Q β P[Q/x]. WhenR is a notion of reduction (e.g.,β) we
use→R for the compatible closure and�R for the reflexive transi-
tive closure of→R.

We define subterm indirectly to have a unique path identifying the
subterm:(M,ε) � M, (P,lp) � λx.M when(P, p) � M, (P,lp) �
M N when (P, p) � M, and(P,rp) � M N when (P, p) � N. We
call P a subterm ofM, writtenP⊆M, if, and only if,(P, p) � M for
somep. The subterm of pathp is sub(M, p) = P when(P, p) � M
for someP and undefined otherwise.

2.1 System-I: types, expansions, rank

We motivate System-I by first considering an intersection type sys-
tem in the style of van Bakel [44]. Typesτ,σ,ρ ∈ T and simple

typesτ ∈ T are given by the grammar

τ ::= a | τ→ τ τ ::= τ | τ∧ τ

where a,b,c, . . . are type variables. Idempotency, associativity,
and commutativity are the equivalencesτ ∧ τ = τ, τ ∧ (τ′ ∧ τ′′) =
(τ∧ τ′)∧ τ′′, τ∧ τ′ = τ′ ∧ τ; when these do not hold, we call the∧
operatorrigid. The typing rules are

Var
x : τ �I x : τ

Γ,x : τ �I P : τ
λI

Γ �I λIx.P : τ→ τ

Γ �I P : τ′
λK

Γ �I λKx.P : τ→ τ′

Γ �I P : τ Γ ′ �I P : τ′
∧

Γ∧Γ′ �I P : τ∧ τ′
Γ �I P : τ→ τ Γ ′ �I Q : τ

@
Γ∧Γ′ �I P Q : τ

RuleλI (λK) types abstractionλx.P with x ∈ fv(P) (x �∈ fv(P)), and

Γ0∧Γ1 = {x : τ | x : τ ∈ Γi,x �∈ domΓ1−i }
∪{x : τ0∧ τ1 | x : τi ∈ Γi } .

Without the∧-rule, the typing rules would be syntax-directed. Note
that the rigidity of∧ and the formulation of rule @ implies that a
variablex with n occurrences in a term has at leastn−1 top-level∧.
The duplication of the termP in the premises of∧ highlights a ver-
bose feature of the type system. We call〈Γ;τ〉 ∈ (VΛ ↪→ T )×T
a typing of a termM if, and only if, Γ � M : τ. Due to the rule∧
there might be several derivations of a type for a subterm in a type
derivation. We usetyp(∆, p) for all the types derived for the sub-
term identified by the subterm pathp in the type derivation∆; when
the subtermN is clear from the context we writetyp(∆,N).

System-I attempts to restrain the above verbosity, while retaining
principal typings [28]. It avoids the redundancy of rule∧ by infer-
ring aprincipal typing once, and deferring the choice of how many
instances until a reasonable choice can be made. This is accom-
plished using expansion variables.

Expansion variables are motivated by the fact that for intersection
types, substitution is often not enough to obtain an instance of a
principal typing. For instance, in the termM ≡ (λx.x x) (λy.y) the
subtermN ≡ λy.y has principal typeτN ≡ a→ a. In a principal typ-
ing for M, the subtermN has type(τN → τN)∧ τN which cannot be
obtained by substitution intoτN as the top-level type constructors
are different. Instead, we firstexpand by duplicating (parts of) the
principal type with fresh names to obtain(a◦ → a◦)∧ (a• → a•).
We then apply the simultaneous substitution{a◦ = τN ,a• = a}.
This is formalized in numerous ways [41, 40, 44, 42], but unfortu-
nately with a very heavy notation. Kfoury and Wells made a signifi-
cant simplification by extending the types withexpansion variables
which marks where the expansions should take place.

Concretely, System-I introducesexpansion variables F,G ranging
overexpansions e∈E , and extends the definition of types to include
expansion variables:

e ∈ E ::= � | e∧ e | Fe σ,τ ∈ T ::= τ | τ∧ τ | Fτ .

and extend the typing rules with

Γ �I P : τ
E

FΓ �I P : Fτ

where FΓ = {x : Fα | x : α ∈ Γ }.



The expansion variables come to use when doing type inference.
The type inference first derives a typing〈Γ;τ〉 and a set of con-
straintsC on the formτ = τ′. It then finds a substitutionS that
solves the constraintsC. The inferred type is obtained by apply-
ing S to 〈Γ;τ〉. The inference is syntax-directed and straightforward
except for the application where we use4

Γ �I P : τ Γ ′ �I Q : τ
AppInfer

Γ∧ (FΓ′) �I P Q : τ′

where F andτ′ are fresh. We add the constraint thatτ = Fτ → τ′
and modify each constraintτ = τ′ found forQ to be Fτ = Fτ′.

To meaningfully talk about solutions, we need to specify what it
means to substitute an expansion for an expansion variables. The
idea is that whene is substituted for F, applications Fτ are replaced
by e with each hole filled with a fresh instance ofτ. The fresh
instances are chosen such that if the same expansion is applied to
different instances of a type variable, it gets the same fresh name. A
formal definition and some further constraints necessary for techni-
cal reasons are in the formal definition of System-I [28, 26].

Intersection type systems (and System-I) type exactly the strongly
normalizingλ-terms, so type inference is undecidable. We obtain a
tractable fragment by limiting the depth of∧ under→. Usually [24]
rank is defined as the maximal depth of∧ in the left child of a→.
We use a tighter definition where we only count thealternation of
∧ on the “domain” (i.e., argument) side of a→ in types. Formally,
we use the functionsrank : (T ∪T )→ N0 andrank’ : T → N0:

rank(a) = 0 rank(τ∧ τ’) = max{ rank τ, rank τ′ }
rank(Fτ) = rank τ rank(τ→ τ) = max{ rank’ τ, rank τ }
rank’ (τ) = rank τ rank’ (Fτ) = rank’ τ

rank’ (τ∧ τ’) = 1+max{ rank τ, rank τ′ }
(2)

A term M with typing 〈Γ;τ〉 derived by∆ has asrank the maximal
rank of an abstracted variable (either explicitly or in the environ-
ment): rank(∆) = max({ rank’ σ | z : σ ∈ Γ }∪{ rank σ | ∃p.(σ ∈
typ(∆, p) & sub(M, p) = λz.Q)}).

2.2 Interaction nets and proofnets

Interaction nets provide a graphical representation ofλ-calculus
terms, while avoiding problems of variable capture, preserving sub-
ject reduction, and providing a link to concepts in linear logic. The
λ-calculus can be represented using nets (here, we have used the
call-by-name encoding�·�, presented inductively in Fig. 1); to rep-
resent System-I typings we add typing information to the nets and
obtainproofnets.

The external vertices of a net are eitherfree ports ( ) represent-
ing the free variables, or the distinguishedroot port for the whole
term. Weakening nodes ( ) mark unused function arguments;ap-
plication (@) and function nodes (λ) mark the definition and use
of procedures;sharing nodes ( ) code the multiplicity of variable
occurrences; andcroissant nodes ( ) mark variable occurrences.
A global construction, thebox, delineates the (sharable) arguments
of an application. Edges arewires; their endpoints are attached to

4Strictly speaking, the System-I algorithm has an extra step
where the term is decorated with expansion variables to form a so-
calledskeleton. In principle this can be done in many ways, but the
algorithm decorates the arguments to applications as shown here.

x

λ

�P�
· · ·

λIx.P

λ

�P�
· · ·

λKx.P

@

�P� �Q�

· · ·
··· ···
· · · · · ·
P Q

Figure 1. The inductive encoding �·� of a λ-term as a net. The
port ( ) on top is the root, representing the whole term, while
the ports in the bottom correspond to the free variables. In the
application case the left group of wires is the variables solely
in P, the middle group the variables occurring in both P and Q,
and the right group is the variables solely in Q.

@

λ
⇒ ⇒

··· ⇒
·· ·

··· ··· ⇒

Figure 2. Reduction rules for interaction nets.

ports of either a node, or the entire graph. Each node has a principal
port (marked with a black dot), and possibly otherauxiliary ports.

Equivalent to doingβ-reduction, a net can be reduced using the
rules presented in Fig. 2. An interaction takes place between an @-
andλ-node connected on their principal ports, between a sharing
node and box connected on their principal ports, or between two
boxes, connected from a principal to an auxiliary port. These rules
are the graphical equivalent ofβ-unification, the constraint solving
rules used in System-I [27].

We omit discussion of necessaryweakening rules, since our primary
concern is type inference where erasing an argument can change
typability. The system is Church-Rosser, and we write NF⇒ for its
normal forms; it simulatesβ-reduction up to trivial permutations on
the sharing nodes, as in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.1. Let M and N be λ-terms such that M→β N. There
is a net I such that �M�⇒ I, and I is equivalent to the nodes of �N�
reachable from the root up to left/right orientation of auxiliary ports
on sharing nodes, and their location inside or outside boxes.

We restrict our consideration to the nets that arise from encoding
and reducingλ-terms.

At this point, we have a language corresponding to the untypedλ-
calculus. We recover the equivalent of a type system by annotating
the wires of the net with types, oriented in a fixed direction along the
wire, where the type system enforces constraints around the ports of
nodes and boxes. We call an annotated net aproofnet. For example,
with simple types, the wire on the principal port of an @-node has
an incoming typeα → β, and the right (left) auxiliary port has an
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Figure 3. The constraints on proofnet nodes in order to be
well-typed. Note that S (e (e′ τ′i)) is the same as S (e τ′i) where
e is e with e′ (with renamed expansion variables) substituted
for each �. The annotations S (e (e′ τ′i)) thus consist of the sub-
stitution S, the expansion e and the type τ′i so the case for box is
well-defined.

incoming (outgoing) typeα (β). Observe that each of the typing
rules Var,λI, λK, and AppInfer correspond naı̈vely and directly to
our inductive cases in the encoding. However, the∧-rule is a little
problematic; we have two options—either duplicate the structure of
the box contents, or figure out a way to share them.

The first option amounts to typing a boxed net (with output of type
α ∧β) by explicitly representing the two subderivations as distinct
proofnets, and pairing their input to the application.5 But then the
sharing nodes areunpairing nodes (with the linear logic equiva-
lent of �), and the multiple proofnets are paired together with⊗.
However, the resulting proofnet would be the same size as that of
the normal form, and all reductions would be linear. We therefore
take the alternative option, where we do not duplicate the term. In-
stead, we useexpansions in the spirit of System-I to represent the
different typings. With these considerations in mind, we define the
intersection typing of a proofnetà la System-I:

Definition 2.2. A proofnet is an interaction net where

(1). Each wire is oriented, and annotated with a triple consisting of
a typeτ, an expansione, and a variable substitutionS. The ex-
pansion of the type followed by the substitution,S (e τ), gives
the different types of the wire; we therefore write the annota-
tions as(S (e τ)).

(2). Exactly one free port has its wire oriented toward the port,
denoting the root of theλ-term of interest. This port is the
conclusion of the proofΠ (holding the type of theλ-term);
the remaining ports are theassumptions (corresponding to the
types of the free variables).

(3). The triples on the wires incident with each node and box sat-
isfies the constraints in Fig. 3.

(4). The conclusion and the assumptions have the same expan-
sione.

(5). A switching is the graph derived by replacing eachλ-node
with a wire from the principal port to one of the auxiliary
ports. Every switching results in a forest of connected, acyclic

5Note that the type environment of System-I contains exactly
the free variables of the term—consequently the two subderivations
have the same variables in the type environment.

graphs containing either the root port, or the port marking a
weakening from a K-abstraction. (This is in essence the cor-
rectness criterion of Danos and Regnier [14].)

If Π without annotations and orientations of the wires is the netI,
we callΠ atyping of I. We say thatI has typing〈x1 : τ1, ...,xn : τn;τ〉
whereτ is the type of the conclusion ofΠ andτi is the type on the
free port corresponding to the variablexi.

Theorem 2.3. Let M be a λ-term. Then M has System-I-
typing 〈Γ;τ〉 if, and only if, �M� has typing 〈Γ;τ〉.
Every System-I typable term has aprincipal typing [28]:

Lemma 2.4 (implicit in [28]). In a principal System-I typing, ev-
ery type variable occurs at most twice; if it occurs twice it occurs
once positively and once negatively.6 In the syntax tree of any type,
each occurrence of a type variable has the same expansion vari-
ables along any path from the root of the syntax tree to the occur-
rence. Every expansion variable occurs at most once positively.

The lemma facilitates a translation to the net formulation:

Definition 2.5. Let Π be a proofnet typing a netI; Π is principal if
for any other proofnetΠ′ typing I there exists a substitutionS′ and
an expansion substitutionE ′ suchΠ′ can be obtained fromΠ by
replacing each of the annotationsS (e τ) with (S′ ◦S)((E ′ e) τ).

3 Expressiveness bounds

We can now engage in our main motif of understanding what makes
type inference worthwhile for intersection type systems. In this sec-
tion we derive bounds on the expressiveness of rigid intersection
types. We consider this decision problem: how hard is it to tell
whether two typed programs are equivalent? (A decision problem
avoids any question of irrelevant costs due to the choice of out-
put format). We prove that given twoλ-termsM and N typable
with rank at mostr it is dtime[(K(r, |M|))]-hard to decide whether
the two terms are equal. This should be compared with the time
Ω(K(r, |M|)) lower bound on deciding whether termM is typable
in rankr which we derive in the following section. We shall see that
the functionK(r,n) appears in both bounds because of the lack of
idempotency: simply-typed terms have to belinear. These worst-
case bounds are a forewarning for the last section, where we show
that specifically for System-I, it is not merely worst case, but for
every case, type inference and normalization are the same.

We obtain the upper bound on normalization by tracing how the
typing of a term is transformed into a typing of the contractum.
Recall the insight of Kfoury et al. [24] that acomplete develop-
ment reduces the rank of the redexes in a term by at least one;
consequently a term with redexes of rankr is turned into a term
where all redexes are rank 0 inr− 1 complete developments; a
term where all redexes are rank 0 term is affine and can therefore
be reduced in linear time. The key insight comes from observation
of a redex of form((λx..Pτ)(τ1∧···∧τn)→τ Qτ1∧···∧τn)τ ; it contracts to
Pτ [Q/x] where each occurrence ofQ has one of the typesτ1, . . . ,τn.
New redexes are only created whenQ is an abstraction, and sub-
stituted as the operator of an application; all such redexes satisfy
rank(τi) < rank((τ1∧·· ·∧ τn)→ τ) for somei. Only when the re-

6Positive and negative occurrence are used in the standard way:
count the number of times we choose the left child (the argument)
of an arrow in the syntax tree when going from the root to the oc-
currence. If the number is even, the occurrence is positive; if it is
odd, the occurrence is negative.



dex is linear, i.e.,n = 1, does reduction fail to reduce the rank of the
redex. We therefore remove all linear redexes before each round of
complete developments.

Since System-I does not have subject reduction due to the rigidity
of ∧, it is non-trivial to relate the System-I derivations of a term and
its contractum. We therefore introduce a relaxed type system�ACW.

Definition 3.1. The ACW type system is as System-I with the fol-
lowing changes:

(1). The types areτ ::= a | τ→ τ andτ ::= {τ, . . . ,τ }.

(2). For n,m ≥ 1, take {τ1, . . . ,τn } ∧ {τn+1, . . . ,τn+m } =
{τ1, . . . ,τn+m } .

(3). The variable rule is

Var
Γ,x : {τ1, . . . ,τn } � x : τi

where 1≤ i≤ n

(4). The rank of an ACW-type is:

rank(a) = 0

rank(τ→ τ) = max{ rank’ τ, rank τ }
rank({τ1, . . . ,τn}) = max{ rank τ1, . . . , rank τn }

rank’ ({τ }) = rank τ
rank’ ({τ1,τ2, . . . ,τn}) = 1+

max{ rank τ1, . . . , rank τn }

(5). We define the following mappings from System-I-types to
ACW-types: ‖a‖T = a, ‖τ → τ‖T = ‖τ‖ → ‖τ‖T , ‖τ‖ =
{‖τ‖T }, and‖τ ∧ τ′‖ = ‖τ‖∧ ‖τ′‖ and extend it trivially to
environments.

REMARK 3.2. The differences between�I and�ACW are that the
latter allows weakening and strengthening, has an associative and
commutative∧, and that we allow intersections as the argument
type of aK-abstraction. Moreover, it is straightforward to prove
that typability and rank are preserved under‖ · ‖.
We now introduce linear reductions and the necessary machinery to
expose implicit redexes.

Definition 3.3. We define the following notions of reduction

(λx.P)Q l P[Q/x] when #x(P) = 1

(λx.P)Q R T (λx.P R)Q

Lemma 3.4. (1) Tl-reduction is strongly normalizing, (2) The Tl-
normal form can be computed in dtime[|M|3]. (3) If M →Tl N
for terms M and N then there is a term O such that M �β O and
M �β O

We will trace how the rank of redexes in the term is decreased by
reduction; we defineι as the maximal rank of a redex.

Definition 3.5. Given a derivation∆ of Γ �ACW M : τ, the maximal
rank of aβ-redex isι(∆). Formally, we take

ι(∆) = max{ rank τ | ∃p.(τ ∈ typ(∆, pl)
& sub(M, p) = (λx.P)Q)}

whenM �∈ NFβ andι(M) = 0 otherwise.

Clearly,ι(∆)≤ rank(∆). We first establish a substitution lemma:

Lemma 3.6. Let ∆0 derive Γ0,x : {τ1, . . . ,τn } � M : τ0 and
for i = 1, . . . ,n let ∆i derive Γi � N : τi. We then have an
ACW-derivation ∆′ of Γ0∧ ·· · ∧ Γn � M[N/x] : τ0 where ι(∆′) ≤
max{ ι(∆0), . . . , ι(∆n), rank τ1, . . . , rank τ1}.
We now show that Tl-reductions have subject reduction and only
affects the rank in benign way:

Lemma 3.7. Let M and N be terms such that M →Tl N and let
M have the ACW-typing 〈Γ;τ〉 derived with the derivation ∆. (1)
There is an ACW-derivation ∆′ of Γ � N : τ. (2) ι(∆′)≤ ι(∆). (3) If
M �≡ λz.S and N ≡ λz.T , then rank τ ≤ ι(∆).

To bound overall normalization, we follow a fairly standard cal-
culation that pairs Tldevelopments (maximal sequences of Tl re-
ductions) withcomplete developments; after a Tl-development, a
complete development must reduce the redex rank by 1, while in-
creasing term size by at most an exponential.

A complete development of a term is intuitively this: take a term,
and underline every existing redex. Nowβ-reduce each of them,
where redexescopied by aβ-step (calledresiduals) remain under-
lined, butnew redexes (caused by substituting aλ-abstraction forx
in some applicationx P) are not underlined. More formally, define
D(λx.P) = λx.D(P), D(x P1 · · · Pn) = x D(P1) · · · D(Pn), and the
interesting case (wheren≥ 0 is chosen maximally)

D((λx.P)Q0 · · · Qn) = D(P)[D(Q0)/x]D(Q1) . . . D(Qn) .

Proposition 3.8. Let M ∈ NFTl be λ-term without Tl-redexes and
with an ACW-derivation ∆ of the typing 〈Γ;τ〉. We have (1) There
is a ACW-derivation of Γ �D(M) : τ. (2) ι(∆′) < ι(∆) if, and only
if, ι(∆) > 0. (3) |D(M)| ≤ 2|M| (4) M �β D(M).

Proof. Part (1) and Part (2) are proven by induction on the height
of the derivation. The only interesting case is the last one above
for complete developments: As the term is in Tl-normal form, we
can only haveD((λx.P)Q) = D(P)[D(Q)/x] with #x(P) ≥ 2. All
τ ∈ typ(∆,(λx.P)Q) are therefore on the formτ≡{τ1, . . . ,τn }→ τ′
and new redexes will haverank τi < rank τ for somei. Part (3) is
proven by induction onM; in the onlyinteresting case (see above)
we have

|D((λx.P)Q)|= |D(P)[D(Q)/x]| ≤ |D(P)||D(Q)|
≤ 2|P|+|Q| ≤ 2|(λx.P)Q| .

The last part is [5, Lem. 11.2.28(i)].

Corollary 3.9. Given a term M, its complete development D(M)
can be computed in dtime[2|M|].

Theorem 3.10. Let M be a term typable in rank r. Its nor-
mal form has length O(K(r − 1, |M|)) and can be computed
in dtime[K(r−1, |M|)].

Proof. It follows from Lem. 3.7 and Prop. 3.8 that Tl-normaliza-
tion followed by a complete development of a termP produces a
termQ with |Q| ≤ 2|P|. There is a termR such thatP �β R �β Q.
If P is typable in redex rankr, thenQ is typable in redex rankk−1.
By induction, at mostr−1 repetitions produce a redex rank 0 type
which by Tl-normalization becomes aβ normal formN. Using the
Church-Rosser property,N = NFβ(M).



This theorem shows how to construct untypable terms: just vio-
late the normalization bounds. We recalln as the Church numeral
for n, the application222 is not typable in rank 3. Note that
P = (λx.x 2)n �β 2n: observe that for any rank,λk.k P 2 cannot be

typed for almost allk. Terms untypable in ML, System F, etc. are of-
ten anomalous and peculiar; those untypable in rank-bounded7 Sys-
tem-I are the standard ones that are the mainstay of programming
with inductive datatypes in the absence of fixpoint recursion—see
the Conclusions.

4 Lower bounds on type inference

To derive a lower bound on type inference, we simulate a Turing
Machine in the type system. Following an idea by Henglein and
Mairson [17], we observe that when a term is linear, its principal
typing is isomorphic to its normal form.

Consider for instance linearλ-terms representing booleantrue,
false, andnot: λxλy.x, λxλy.y, andλpλxλy.p y x. Their principal
types area→ b→ a, a→ b→ b, and(a→ b→ c)→ b→ a→ c;
it is easy to see that there is only one linear normal form with
each of these types. More interesting is to consider the application
not true; it has principal typeb→ a→ a which is a principal type
of false. Incidentally,(λpλxλy.p y x)λxλy.x �β λxλy.y. Type in-
ference has effectively simulated normalization—a technique fur-
ther elaborated in Section 5

In order to derive a lower bound on type inference, we rep-
resent Turing machine IDs as closed, linearλ-terms. A Tur-
ing machine going through IDss0,s1, . . . ,sn is then simulated by
termsM0,M1, . . . ,Mn of typesτ0,τ1, . . . ,τn. We represent the state
transition function as a closed, linearλ-termδ whereδMi �β Mi+1

and similar in typesδMi : τi+1. We tie the knot by proving the fol-
lowing lemma:

Lemma 4.1 (Polymorphic Iteration). Let N = K(r,n), and m be
the Church numeral for m. Let φbe a term that can be given any of
the simple types τi→ τi+1 for 0≤ i < N, where the τi are arbitrary.
Define Jn = λz.2

n
z; the term Φ = Jn 2 · · · 2φ (with r−1 applica-

tions on 2s) reduces to λx.φN x, and has simple type τ0→ τN in
rank r.

The proof is essentially as by Kfoury et al. [24] with a more tedious
packing of the types due to the rigidity. When we chooseφ= δ the
termΦM0 of lengthO(r+n) simulates a Turing machine computa-
tion of up toN steps inboth the types and in the terms. It therefore
provides a lower bound on both type inference and normalization;
this shows that our upper bounds given above are tight.

We use the following conventions regarding Turing machines; it
should be clear to the reader how to represent her favorite machine.

Convention 4.2. Consider Turing machines which decide predi-
cates, coded on a right-infinite tape over alphabet, 0, and1. The
program never goes beyond the leftmost symbol, never writes a
blank symbol, and moves the head exactly when it reads a0 or a1.
A given Turing machine hasl statesq1, . . . ,ql . When the program
is done, it loops in the designated failure stateql−1 or acceptance
stateql .

We build the transition function and states with the linearλ-terms in
Fig. 4: We use the standard representation of pairs to build lists as

7Recall from the introduction that rank-unbounded System-I is
irrelevant for practice as type inference is undecidable.

Pairs and lists:

〈ψ;φ〉= λzz ψ φ
nil = λz.z

[x1, . . . .xk] = 〈x1,〈x2,〈· · · 〈xk,nil〉 · · · 〉〉
Sequencing (right associative):

(〈v1, . . . ,vk〉:=ψ;φ) = ψ(λv1. · · ·λvk.φ)

State, symbols, head movement:

PCi = λq0. · · ·λql .qi

= λBλZλO.B 0 = λBλZλO.Z 1 = λBλZλO.O

→= λxλyλz.x ↓= λxλyλz.y ←= λxλyλz.z

State transition function δ

λI.〈q,L,R〉:=I;〈l,L〉:=L;〈r,R〉:=R;〈q′,r′,d′〉:=δq r;
(
d′ (λq′λLλlλr′λR.〈q′,L〉,〈l,〈r′,R〉〉)

(λq′λLλlλr′λR.〈q′,〈l,L〉,〈r′,〈 ,nil〉〉)
(λq′λLλlλr′λR.〈q′,〈r′,〈l,L〉〉,R〉))q′Ll r′,R

Figure 4. The building blocks of a Turing machine encoding.
The types are omitted: as the terms are linear they are isomor-
phic to the terms.

pairs (in contrast with the usual inductive representation); this im-
plies that there is no uniform type for list. We represent a machine
state as a tuple〈q,L,R〉 consisting of the program counterq, the
tapeL to the left of the head in reverse, and the tapeR to the right
of the head. The transition function is a table lookup: usingq and
the symbol under the headr, find the new stateq′, the new symbol
under the headr, and the direction of the headd. This is represented
by δ: by our conventions, a blank is only read at the right end of the
tape; in this case the tape is explicitly extended with a blank (the
third line ofδ).

The Polymorphic Iteration Lemma is originally proved in a setting
with ACI [24]. One application of this lemmawith ACI is to let Φ
be the termλx.x2, which isnot linear—then the normal form takes
an enormous leap toK(K(t,n),1). But without ACI, the “base”
calculus is thelinear λ-calculus, not thesimply-typed one, and there
is no such boost. Finally, using standard machinery (e.g., [22, 17])
we may conclude:

Theorem 4.3. Let P be a λ-term of length n; then deciding if P is
typable in rank t is complete for dtime[K(t,n)].

5 Type inference is never cheaper than nor-
malization

We have now reached the high tide of the paper, and prove that
due to the lack of idempotency, type inference is the same as nor-
malization. Thus type inferencecannot be faster than running
the program, and types can be inferred without nominally solving
constraints—they can be read off of the normal form. It also sug-
gests a Curry-Howard isomorphism for System-I (and possible in-
tersection types in general) through interaction nets. Furthermore,
it shows that the type inference bounds are, literally, Statman’s the-
orem for this type system.



The result is obtained through an isomorphism between the normal
form of a net, and its principal typing.8 We first establish the iso-
morphism for the restricted case of normal nets. In this case, we
can read the net as its own principal typing, and dually, construct
a normal net from a given principal typing; we obtain algorithms
similar to Sayag and Mauny [42]. In the general case, we show that
the set of typings is unchanged under reduction. As System-I is
strongly normalizing for fixed rank, it follows that any net has the
same principal typing as its normal form.

5.1 Principal typing from a normal form

We obtain the principal typing from the normal form by reading
sharing nodes as∧, function and application nodes as→, and boxes
as expansion variables. We collect the principal typing using the re-
cursive algorithm outlined in Fig. 5; it is calledtp : I ↪→ T . The
base case corresponds to the normal formλx1. · · ·λxk.v with the
typing ( /0,γ1→ ··· → γk → γi) whenv = xi and(v : α,γ1→ ··· →
γk → α) whenv is free. The algorithm returns the typing by anno-
tating the root and the free ports with the type information, e.g., in
the second case, the root gets typeγ1→ ··· → γk→ α, and the free
port gets typeα.

Otherwise, the graph representsλx1. · · ·λxk.vN1 · · · Nl . Apply the
algorithm recursively to each subnetΠi (corresponding toNi); the
result is type annotations of the root and the free ports of eachΠi.
We assign a fresh expansion variable Fi to each of the boxes. We
assign type Fl τl

0 → ··· → F1 τ1
0 → α to the head variable and

type Fi πi
j to each wire fromΠi with πi

j the type returned by the
recursive call. Finally, we find the intersection type of each shared
variable, by a bottom-up traversal of the sharing forest. Each shar-
ing node is given the principal port typeτ◦ ∧τ•, whereτ◦ (τ•) is the
type of the white (black) auxiliary port.

5.2 Normal form from a principal typing

Dually, the functionnet : (VΛ ↪→ T )×T → NF⇒ produces a net
normal form of any given principal System-I typing.

Algorithm net is founded on the intuition all functional program-
mers have when gazing the structure of a function from its type:
she immediately knows that a function of type(α → β)→ α → β
has two outermost abstractions and that the first argument appears
in the function position of an application. What sets System-I apart
from other functional languages is therigidity: without idempo-
tency, we have a type specification for each variable occurrence;
lack of commutativity gives the orientation of sharing nodes, and
non-associativity tells us the boxes; finally, the principal typing re-
veals the sources of the arguments of applications. For instance,2
can be typed(α→ α)∧ (α→ α)→ α→ α; it is not clear whether
it is the first or the second occurrence of the first argument that is
applied to the second argument. However, when looking at the prin-
cipal type,((Fβ→ γ)∧F(Gα→ β))→ FGα→ γ, it is clear that
it is the second occurrence.

Definition 5.1. The functionnet : (VΛ ↪→ T )×T ↪→ NF⇒ is de-
fined on any principal typing〈Γ;τ〉 (see Lemma 2.4). We proceed
as follows: (1) Letnet+ andnet− be the mutual recursive func-
tions in Fig. 6. Produce a forest of graphs by applyingnet+ to τ
andnet− to each type inΓ. For example,net+(τ→ τ′) constructs

8Strictly speaking, there is a plethora of principal typings. They
differ, however, only in the choice of names for the type and expan-
sion variables.

net+(Fτ)=

net+(τ)

F

net+(τ→τ′)=

λ
net−(τ)

net+(τ′)

net+(α)=

α

net−(Fτ)=

net−(τ)

F

net−(τ∧τ′)=

net−(τ)net−(τ′)

net−(τ→τ′)=

@
net+(τ)

net−(τ′)
net−(α)=

α

Figure 6. The mutual recursive definitions of the functions net+

and net− building the skeleton of a net from a type.

{α = Fα′,β1 = Fβ′1, . . . ,βk = Fβ′k }
∪{Fτ = Fρ | τ = ρ ∈ CI }

I
α′
α

β′1
β1

β′k
βk. . .

{α=β}

α

β

{β=γ→α }

@

α

β

γ

{α=β→γ}

λ β

α

γ
{γ=α∧β}

αβ

γ

Figure 7. The typing constraints for the various interaction
nodes. In the right subfigure, F is the expansion variable of
the box.

proofnets fromnet+(τ′) andnet−(τ), connecting them with aλ-
node. (2) Connect the ports of each type variable that is mentioned
twice. Connect the remaining ports to a weakening node.

Proposition 5.2. Let I ∈NF⇒ be a net with principal typing 〈Γ;τ〉.
Then I = net(〈Γ;τ〉) and tp(I) = 〈Γ;τ〉.

5.2.1 Typings Are Preserved Under Reduction

Going from the easier case of normal forms to arbitrary nets, we es-
tablish that the set of typings is invariant under reduction. From this
analysis we derive both subject reduction, and subject expansion.9

We first recast the question of typability as a constraint problem.
We show that every interaction net has a set oftyping constraints,
which exactly characterizes its typings. Second, we show that the
set of solutions is invariant under reduction. It follows that a net
and its normal form have the same set of typings. As a principal
typing is a typing from which all other typings can be obtained, a
net and its normal form then have the same principal typing.

Definition 5.3. Let I ∈ I be a net. Let each wire inI be labeled
with a unique type variable and each box be labelled with a unique
expansion variable.

(1). The typing constraints CI of I is a set of equationsτ = σ;
some occurrences of type variableα can be labelledα con-
strainingα to types fromT . The nodes induce thetyping

9Recall subject expansion as the feature that ifM reduces toN
thenN : 〈Γ;τ〉 impliesM : 〈Γ,τ〉.
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Figure 5. Inductive definition of the function tp that derives a principal typing of a net. In the right subfigure, the hatched oval is the
wiring between the sharing forest at the bottom and the wires coming from the croissant and the free ports of the subnets Π1, . . . ,Πl .

In the two cases to the left, the variables α,γ1, . . . ,γk are fresh. In the last case, the variables α,F1, . . . ,Fl are fresh. The algorithm is
applied recursively to the darked subnets Π1, . . . ,Πl to obtain the types τi

0, . . . ,τ
i
ni

for all i. The result types ρ1, . . . ,ρm,σ1, . . . ,σk are
built by processing the sharing trees bottom-up as described in the text.

constraint to the left of Fig. 7. For a box labelled F, letC
be union of the typing constraints for the nodes and boxes in-
side the box; the typing constraints for F are{α = Fα′,β1 =
Fβ′1, . . . ,βk = Fβ′k }∪{Fτ = Fσ | τ = σ ∈ C} whereα (α′)
is the type variable of the root outside (inside) the box and
βi (β′i) is the type variable of theith auxiliary port outside
(inside) the box.CI is the union of the constraints from the
outermost boxes and the nodes outside boxes.

(2). A solution U to a set of typing constraintsC is pair consisting
of an expansion substitutionE and a variable substitutionT
such thatT (E τ) = T (Eσ) for all τ = σ ∈ C. We restrictE
andT to the variables occurring inC. Also,T respects labels,
i.e.,T(α) ∈ T if α has a labelled occurrence inC.

To prove an isomorphism between typings of a fixed netI, and solu-
tions toCI , we need to relate proofnets with solutionsU to CI . Both
specify an intersection type for each wire: The proofnet through
the annotationS (e τ) of each wire. A solutionU = (E,T) in-
serts expansions from the substitutionE for the expansion vari-
ables�G = (G1, . . . ,Gk), which annotate boxes surrounding a wire
(listed from outermost to innermost); the substitutionT provides a
type for the expanded derivatives ofγ, the wire’s type variable (cre-
ated by applyingE ◦ �G to γ). We consider the proofnetΠ and the
solutionU equivalent on a wire exactly whenS (e τ) = T (E (�G γ)).

Proposition 5.4. Let I be a net and C its typing constraints. There
exists a solution (T,E) to C for all proofnets Π typing I such that
(T,E) and Π are equivalent on all wires. Furthermore, given a so-
lution (T,E) to C there exists a proofnet Π typing I such that (T,E)
and Π are equivalent on all wires.

It is now sufficient to prove that the set of solutions are preserved
under reduction. At the intuitive level, the preservation holds be-

causeCI capture what happens under reduction. As an example
consider a croissant dissolving an outermost box: looking at the
wire with the croissant there are 3 relevant type variables in the
constraint set:α above the croissant,β between the box and the
croissant, andγ on the inside of the box. The constraints areα = β
andβ = Fγ. Any solution(T,E) will have T (Eα) = T (E (Fγ));
asα, β, andγ are type variables the expansion substitutionE has
no effect and we have:Tα = Tβ andTβ = T (Fγ)). To respect
the labellings,T must substitute aT -type forβ so we have F= �.
Consequently, all solutions haveTα = Tβ = Tγ. This is in ac-
cordance with the fact that after dissolving the box we have a sin-
gle wire. Furthermore, it allows any solution to the reduced net
to be used on the original net. (If the redex is inside a box we
haveT (E (�G α)) = T (E (�G β)) andT (E (�G β)) = T (E (�G (Fγ)))
where�G are the expansion variables of the boxes; we essentially
get a list of constraints similar to the outermost one.)

In establishing the preservation, the main technical difficulty is that
a redex and its contractum have a different number of wires. We
solve this by noting the redundancy of solutions—in the example
above, choosing the substitution for the instances ofα leaves only
one choice for the instances ofβ andγ. It is thus sufficient to relate
the two typing constraints on a subset of variables which can be
extended uniquely to a solution. We call such a set abasis.

Definition 5.5.

(1). A basis B of a set of typing constraintsC is a subset of the
variables occurring inC such that: For any type substitutionR
and expansion substitutionD specified on the variables ofB,
there is at most one solution(T,E) of C such thatR(x) = T(x)
for anyx ∈ domR andD(F) = E(F) for any F∈ domD.

(2). Given a basisB and solutionU = (S,E) to a set of typing



constraintsC, we write U(B) to denote the restriction of a
solution to the variables inB.

(3). LetC be a set of typing constraints,B a basis ofC, and(R,D)
a pair of substitutions onB. If it exists, we write�(R,D)�C for
the unique solution toC coinciding withR andD on B.

We prove that the set of solutions to the typing constraints is invari-
ant under reduction: for each reduction rule, choose two bases, one
for the net and one for the reduced net, with an immediate connec-
tion between the wires and boxes in the two bases. The solutions
are related by restricting them to the bases, using the mapping, and
extending them uniquely.

Proposition 5.6. Let I and J be nets such that I⇒ J. Let CI (CJ)
be the typing constraints of I (J). There exists bases BI of CI and BJ
of CJ, such that 1) �UI(BI)�CJ

exists and is a solution to CJ when UI
is a solution to CI and 2) �UJ(BJ)�CI

exists and is a solution to CI
for any solution UJ of CJ .

Strictly speaking we cannot be sure that the variables inCI andCJ
overlap; we have however without loss of generality assumed that
the unchanged wires have the same type variables. Subject reduc-
tion and expansion follow as does completeness using the strong
normalization result in Sec. 3.

Corollary 5.7. The set of typings is invariant under proofnet re-
duction.

Corollary 5.8. If I is a net with principal typing 〈Γ;τ〉 and NF(I) =
J, then net(〈Γ;τ〉) = J, and tp(J) = 〈Γ;τ〉.
Since net reduction simulatesβ-reduction, the following folklore
theorem follows from subject expansion and the fact that all normal
forms are typable.

Corollary 5.9. Let M be a strongly normalizable λ-term. Then M
is typable in System-I.

6 Conclusions

Idempotency is crucial. Without idempotency, the rank 0 types
form only thelinear λ-calculus, expressiveness of the language col-
lapses to the same complexity as type inference, and type inference
becomes synonymous with normalization. Previously [24], one of
us conjectured that the complexity of type inference, and that of
normalization, are related by the log∗ function for suitably simple
and “reasonable” type systems. The “reasonable” characteristic is
clearly whether the type system is built on simply-typedλ-calculus.
Without idempotency, it can’t be, and so the conjecture fails.

Without idempotency, every Church numeral has a different type,
and generalizations of this observation to similar data representa-
tions (lists, trees, etc.) are clear. As a consequence, typingfunctions
on those datatypes makes no sense. A conceivable rebuttal: nor-
mal people don’t program with Church numerals—they program
with real numbers. But iteration is one of the functional program-
mer’s weapons of mass construction: for exampleiter 0 s z
= z, iter n+1 s z = s(iter n s z)—but now, if iter is to
have typeInt→ α, what isα? Even worse, typing simple program-
ming examples, such as Abelson and Sussman’s square-root pro-
gram via iterative approximation [1], becomecompiler exercises in
numerical analysis.

The interaction net vernacular underlines the similarities between
intersection types and linear logic. Sharing nodes capture the be-

havior of non-ACI features of∧. Boxes capture the essence of
expansion variables—the renaming of expansions is similar to the
copying of a box. Brackets capture the essence of absorption, and
the propagation of an expansion through a type formula.

An obvious question is how to preserve important aspects of this
type analysis, while allowing the expressiveness of the language
to increase substantially beyond the cost of typing. A very related
problem is to design type systems whose expressiveness allow in-
termediate levels of static analysis, between all and nothing. Could
static analysis, for example, learn anything from limited forms of
polymorphism?
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